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DEVELOPMENTOF AN ADVANCED,CONTINUOUSMILD GASIFICATION
PROCESSFOR THE PRODUCTIONOF CO-PRODUCTS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The primaryobjectiveof the EERC/AMAXMild Gasificationproject is to
commercializea processthat will produceseveralvalue-addedproducts from a
high-sulfurmidwesternbituminousor a low-sulfursubbituminouscoal. Indiana
No. 3 and Wyodak coals are being tested in a 100-1b/hrprocessdevelopment
unit (PDU) that has undergoneshakedowntesting and is undergoingparametric
testing. This unit will providethe engineeringdata for use in determining
the technicaland economicdata requiredfor the designof a commercial-scale
mild gasificationplant.

The design and constructionof the 100-1b/hrPDU is complete. Several
key capabilities/featuresincorporatedin the design philosophythat will be
crucial for scaleupfacilitiesplanning include:

The abilityto d_terminethe effect of steam on equipmentoperation
and yield structures.
The use of mechanicalmixing to reduce particleagglomeration.
The use of process-derivedcondensablesas coolingliquor.
The use of process-derivedwater or water additionas cooling
liquor.
The abilityto determineoptimum residencetimes.
The abilityto test sorbentsfor sulfur reduction.
Th_ capabilityto produce sufficientproduct for end-user
evaluation.

Figure I shows a schematicof the two integratedreactorswith the
associatedcarbonizer/condensationtrain, char hoppercollectionvessel, steam
superheater,and coal feed hopper. The first reactoroperates in a fast
fluidized-bedmode at a temperaturethat will produce the optimum condensable
product in terms of both qualityand quantity. The char from this reactormay
have a sufficientlyreduced volatilecontent for use in carbon black
productionor PelletTechnologyCorporation(PTC) pellet production. The
second reactorwill be used for optimizingchar volatilecontentfor these or
other processes,such as activatedcarbon or formcoke production. The second
reactorwill operate in a bubblingbed mode.

,,

In a commercial-scaleprocess,system heat and carbonizinggas would be
provided by an atmosphericfluidized-bedcombustor (AFBC). For economic
reasons,carbonizinggas for the PDU will be stoichiometricallycombusted
naturalgas and steam. The coalis pneumaticallytransportedinto the bottom
of the reactor,and char is withdrawnfrom the top of the bed.

The quench system containstwo options: recycledcondensablescrubbing
or water scrubbing. In the first option, a high-temperaturetar venturi
scrubberis used to remove any remainingparticulatesfrom the gas stream and
to condense boilingpoint fractionsof liquid productsranging in temperature
from 350° to 700°F (175° to 380°C). Further coolingtakes place in a sieve
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Figure I. EERCmild gasification process development unit (PDU).



tower, again using recycled product liquor. This unit operates at an exit
temperature just above the dew point of the product gas., approximately 160° to
180°F (70° to 80°C). The product gas then passes through a water scrubber and
a demister to ensure that organic material does not escape and pass through
the flare system. The second quench system option uses two water scrubbers to
condense all of the tar, oil, and water from the system before the product gas
i s fl ared.

An on-line mass_spectrometer is used to analyze the product gas stream to
determine whether it contains a sufficient quantity of condensable organics to
warrant further processing (such as a Rectisol process) for their removal.
This experimentation is being done on a bench-scale basis.

Because wastewater tY'eatment processes and solvent extraction of coal
products in water streams are well documented, the present phase of the EERC
mild gasification program only encompasses bulk treatment of the condensables
for safe disposal of all liquid products. Ai, activated sludge unit/char
filter is being used for wastewater treatment while liquid-liquid extraction
using di-isopropyl ether is being used for phenol recovery.

Work during the quarter included the shakedown of the carbonizer tar/oil
quench system, the performance of tests using Wyodak and Indiana No. 3 coals,
and the initiation of parametric testing. Testing of the Wyodak product chars
as carbon black and metallurgical coke substitute feedstocks was also
performed.

2.0 CARBONIZERTESTS

2.1 Carbonizer Tests

To date, nine tests have been conducted on the carbonizer reactor using
both the water and tar/oil scrubbing systems (see Table i). One test was
conducted with hot gas, one with petroleum coke, six with Wyodak coal, and one
with Indiana No. 3 coal. Operating parameters for the reactor included
temperatures from 750°F to 1200°F (400° to 650°C), fluidization velocities of
2.5 to 8 ft/sec, and pneumatic coal transport velocities of 16 to 28 ft/sec.
Fines carryover to the cyclones has varied from below 10% to as much as 30% of
the -I/4"inch feed material, depending on fluidization velocity. Typical exit
temperatures from the reactor were within 100°F (40°C)of the bed temperature
when devolatilizing the coal.

2.2 Product Yields

One set of material balances was attempted, but the results from these
tests are not available. Product yields have been estimated measuringsolids
flow and using ash and nitrogen as tie elements. The condensables and water
yields are then estimated based on difference. Char and gas yields are very
comparable to those obtained using the 4-1b/hr continuous fluidized-bed
reactor (CFBR); therefore, condensable yields should also be very similar.
PDUand CFBRresults are compared in Table 2. The apparent increase in gas
production with the associated loss of char is actually due to the small
amount of excess air that was not combusted in the natural gas burner.

3
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TABLE I

CARBONIZERTESTS

Run Temperature Quench
Number Coal (°F/°C) System Parameter

PO01 RefractorYCure 2200/1200 Water ShakedownGas System
PO02 PetroleumCoke 1100/600 Water ShakedownSolids Handling
PO03 Wyodak 1100/600 Water ShakedownWater Quench
PO04 Wyodak 1100/600 Water
PO05 Wyodak
PO06 Wyodak 1020/550 Tar/Oil ShakedownTar/Oil
PO07 Indiana 1020/550 Tar/Oil ShakedownIndianaCoal
PO08 Wyodak 820/440 Tar/Oil Quench Liquid Entrainment
PO09 Wyodak 820/440 Tar/Oil Quench Liquid Entrainment

TABLE 2

MILD GASIFICATIONPRODUCTYIELDS (wt%mar coal feed)

W.yodak Indiana

Reactor CFBR PDU CFBR PDU

Gas 30.0 33.0 12.0 16.0
Water ..... 5.0 5;01
Condensables I0.0 8.51 18.0 18.0_
Char 60.7 58.5 65.0 61.0

i Estimated by difference and comparison to 4-1b/hr CFBRdata.



2.3 Char Analysis

Table 3 shows proximateanalysesfor char products from a Wyodak test
(PO05), which are also comparableto CFBR test results. Analysis of the
primary and secondarycyclonefines indicatedthat there was little difference
betweenthe productchar and the fines. The excess blowover in this test
(>30%)was due to severalinstanceswhen the fluidizationvelocityapproached
6 ft/sec. Figures2 and 3 show the particle-sizedistributionsfor the
individualsolid productsand the combined(total)product,respectively.

TABLE3

WYODAKSOLIDS PROXIMATEANALYSESAT 1100°F (wt%)

PDU Products

Feed CFBR Total PDU Product Primary Secondary
Coal Char Char Product Char Cyclone Char Cy_c]one Char

Moisture 23.9 0 1.9 1.5 2.5 4.2
Volatiles 33.8 12.6 15.4 15.7 15.0 16.0
Fixed Carbon 37.9 76.2 72.1 73.9 69.2 65.5
Ash 4.4 11.2 10.6 8.9 13.4 14.4
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Figure 2. Wyodak char and cyclone fines particle-size distribution.
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Tables 4, 5, and 6 show proximateand sulfur analyses of the char
products obtainedfrom Tests PO06, PO07, and PO09, respectively. Table 4
shows that the volatilecontents of the Wyodak primary and secondarycyclone
fines do not differ significantlyfrom the volatilecontents of the product
char, while the Indianacyclone fines (Table5) contain significantlymore
volatilematerial than the Indianaproductchar. This was due to the high
fluidizationvelocitiesutilized during Test PO06, which blew bed material
into the cyclones. The cyclone fines from Test PO07 are more representative
of material that becameentrained in the fluidizationgas stream and had
insufficientresidencetime to devolatilize. In Table 5, "Char From Plenum"
refers to char that was removedfrom the plenum followingcompletionof the
test and a cooldown period. No char was recoveredfor proximateanalysisfrom
the secondarycycloneduring Test PO09, as shown in Table 6.

2.4 CondensableLiquid Analysis

2.4.1 Analy.ticalMethodsDevelopment

Since the tar scrubber and the sieve tower start-up fluids are
petroleum-derived,it is importantto establishwhen, during operationof the
reactor, the recyclecooling liquids are essentiallycomposed of only coal-
derived tars and oils. Two analyticalmethods will be used to determinewhen
this occurs: aliphatic-to-aromaticratio determinationand simulated
distillation. Becausethe start-up fluids are petroleum-derived,their
aliphatic-to-aromaticratios will be higher than those of the more aromatic
coal-derivedliquids. During operation,as the system approachessteady-state
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Figure 3. Wyodak char and cyclone fines combinedparticle-sizedistribution.
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TABLE4

PROXIMATEAND SULFURANALYSES(wt%): TEST PO06

Wyodak Pr i mary Secondary
Feed Coal Product Cyclone Cyclone
(I/4 x O) C_lar Char Char

Moisture 23.88 I. 39 i. 99 6.11
Volatiles 33.82 23.79 25.24 18.80
Fixed Carbon 37.90 66.62 61.57 62.22
Ash 4.41 8.21 11.21 12.85
Sulfur, mf 0.63 0.27 0.59 0.51

TABLE 5

PROXIMATEAND SULFURANALYSES(wt%): TEST PO07

Indiana Primary Secondary Char
Feed Coal Product Cyclone Cyclone From
(I/4 x O) Char Char Char Plenum

Moisture 8.08 i. 45 1.81 4.69 1.21
Volatiles 40.20 11.53 19.91 19.51 9.28
Fixed Carbon 45.00 69.14 65.72 63.23 69.73
Ash 6.72 17.88 12.57 12.56 19.78
Sulfur, mf 4.07 3.60 0.67 0.61 3.31

operating conditions, the aliphatic-to aromatic ratio of a liquid sample will
approach that of a pure coal-derived liquid. This ratio will steadily fall
until the system is at equilibrium and operating on coal-derived liquids.

Simulated distillation of each liquid sample will be performed using
capillary gas chromatography. The technique works as follows: A condensable
sample (liquid or tar) is dissolved in methylene chloride at a concentration
of approximately 20 milligrams per milliliter (mg/mL), internal standard._, are
added, and the mixture is injected into a gas chromatograph (GC). The
temperature in the GCoven is maintained at i22°F (50°C) for two minutes,
after which it is raised to 626°F (330°C) at a rate of 14.4°F (8°C) per minute.
The chromatogram obtained is compared with a chromatogram of a carefully
prepared mixture of normal alkanes (C7, C8, C9 ..., C25) obtained under
identical chromatographic conditions. Since the boiling point of each alkane

7



TABLE 6

PROXIMATEAND SULFURANALYSES(wt%): TEST PO09

Wyodak Primary Secondary
Feed Coal Product Cyclone Cyclone
(I/4 x O) Char Char Char

Moisture 23.88 I.35 2.I0 tar
Volatiles 33.82 30.16 28.06 in
Fixed Carbon 37.90 60.73 59.24 cyclone
Ash 4.41 7.76 10.59
Sulfur,mf 0.63 0.40 0.71

is knoWn, the relationship of boiling point to GC retention time can be
calculated. Once this relationship is determined, the boiling point of any
compound in the sample can be approximated based on a comparison of the
,inknown compo:jnd's GC retention time to the retenti(;n times of the alkane
standard compounds that "bracket" the unknown compound; i.e., if an unknown
compound has a retention time midway between the retention times of C7 and C8,
the compound is assigned a boiling point midway between the boiling points of
C7 and C8. After assigning boiling points to all compounds detected in a
sample (this operation is computerized because, in most samples, about 200 to
400 compounds are detected), a plot is generated of cumulative "area percent"
of a sample distilled versus t emperatu;e. Area percent refers to how the GC
detector quantitates, on a relative basis, each compound in a sample. (In the
ASTMD-86 distillation method, the distillate is quantitated on the basis of
volume percent distilled.)

Because simulated distillation relies on area percent values and
assigned boiling points, a simulated distillation curve for a given sample may
differ somewhat from the actual distillation curve for the sample. However,
the technique is valuable because it can be automated to provide reproducible
data for use in comparing a large number of liquid samplcs on the basis of
volatility. Figure 4 compares simulated and ASTMD-86 di-tillation curves
obtained for Diesel #2 (labeled "Fuel Oil" in the figure) and shows that the
two techniques give comparable, but not identical distillation profiles. One
of the reasons for the difference is number of data points. The simulated
distillation curve is plotted using about 200 to 400 data points, which are
derived from the calculated distillation temperature of each component
detected in a sample, while the ASTMdistillation curve is plotted using about
10 data points, which are derived from the temperatures at which specified
volumes of a sample (5, 10, 20, 30% ..., etc.) are distilled.

Another reason for the difference in the distillation curves yielded by
the two techniques may be the effect of flash volatilization, which occurs
during the simulated distillation process when the sample is injected into the
gas chromatograph. To separate the methylene chloride chromatography solvent

8
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Figure 4. ASTM/simulated distillation comparison.

from the sample components, the temperature in the injection port on the gas
chromatograph is maintained at 608°F (320%). Upon injection of the sample,
the solvent is immediately vaporized and begins moving through the 60-meter
long GCcolumn at a rate approximately equivalent to the carrier gas flow
rate. The solvent is unreactive with the liquid phase that coats the inside
of the GCcolumn. The sample components are also volatilized, but, unlike the
solvent, each component moves through the column at a rate dependent on the
extent of its reactivity with the liquid phase. Since a simulated
distillation sample (normally about I microliter in volume) is essentially
separated into its constituent components by flash volatilization, the
components are unable to exert attractive forces on each other. However,
during an ASTMD-86 distillation, the sample (normally about I00 milliliters
in volume) is slowly heated, which allows the higher-boiling components to
exert attractive forces on the lower-boiling components, thereby artificially
raising the boiling points of the lower-boiling components.

Figure 4 also shows the effect of sample decomposition at high
temperatures, the onset of which is designated as the temperature at which the
sample begins to emit black smoke. Because of decomposition, the distillation
had to be terminated before 100%of the sample had distilled (the distillation
was approximately 94% complete). In Figure 4, this decomposition is evident
by the increased (steeper) slope of the ASTMcurve at high temperatures, which
is a result of less sample collected with increasing temperature (more sample
is decomposed). The next quarterly report will describe a comparison of
simulated and ASTMdistillation of the Mandan decant oil.

9



2.4.2 Condensable Liquid Analytical Results

Five tests were run using the water-scrubbing system. The first
scrubber entrance temperature was approximately 850°F (455%) with an exit
temperature of 180°F (80%). The exit temperature of the second scrubber was
80°F (30°C). Figure 5 compares the condensable product boiling point
distributions (obtained using simulated distillation, which is explained in an
upcoming section of this report) of Wyodak chars produced in the PDUand the
CFBR. The shift to higher-boiling material in the PDUwas probably due to tar
polymerization during the 10-day period that elapsed be'Fore the sample was
analyzed. This polymerization was quite evident, since the tar was fluid when
transferred from the preliminary collection barrel and solid when analyzed ten
days later. Sunlight and/or air reaction with wastewater were also evident
when transferI_ing the wastewater, as the water changed from yellowish brown to
red when exposed to the atmosphere. "Theobservation oF tar polymerization and
wastewater reactivity is evidence that condensable preduct stabilization,
analysis, and upgrading must be performed as soon as possible after removal of
the condensa_les from the reactor. Figure 6 shows the boiling point
distribution of the phenolic constituents of the condensables, which make up
approximately 17%of the total condensable product.

Two tests were conducted using the tar/oil quench system. The entrance
temperatJ,re to 'the tar scrubber is maintained at 850'_F (455°C) with the exit
temperature held between 350° and 700°F (175° and 370_C). The sieve tower exit
temperature is maintained at 130° to 180°F (55° to 80°C), and the water
scrubber exit temperature is 80° to IO0°F (25° to 40°C). The system is started
up ',Jith Diesel #2 in the sieve tower and Mandan Decant Oil (a petroleum

Figure 5. Wyodak con(iensable boiling point distribution.
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Figure 6. Wyodak condensable phenolic constituents boiling point
distribution.

processingresid roughlyequivalentto Fuel Oil #6) in the tar scrubber. As
the amount of coal-derivedt_r/oilincreasesin the quench systems, the
petroleum-derivedmaterials _re increasinglyreplacedwith coal liquids. To
date, this system has shown the greatestease of operationand the least
amount of plugging. Figure7 shows the condensationtrain collectionpoints.

Due to liquids entrainmentproblems,start-upfluidswere continually
added during Tests PO06 and PO07. Becauseof these additions,the recycle
fluidsdid not become completelycoal-derived. Figure8 shows the simulated
distillationcurves for liquidsfrom each unit operation. The heaviest
productswere obtained from the tar scrubber,followedby the sieve tower,
demister,water scrubberand back-pressurecyclone. This progressionof
heaviest to lightest productsfollowsthe order in which the liquids flow
throughthe condensationtrain, except for the demister,which is last, and
should theoreticallyyield the lightes_ product. Figure 9 shows simulated
distillationcurves for samplestaken from each tray in the sieve tower. No
significantdifference in productvolatility is evident.

Figure 10 shows simulateddistillationcurves for PO07 liquids. The
boiling point distributionsfor these liquids are shiftedtoward lighter,
lower boiling products than PO06 liquids. This was expected,as IndianaNo. 3
coal has yielded lighter liquidproduct slates than Wyodak coal in tests in
the CFBR. The tar scrubberand sieve tower liquidsprovidedessentially
identicalcurves, with lightermaterial being removedfrom the water scrubber.
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Figure 7. Condensation train collection points.
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Figure 11 shows simulateddistillationcurves for liquidscollected
during Test P009, along with curves for the two start-upfluids. The PO09
liquidswere removed from the cvstem via "knockoutpots," which are used to
collectall fluids (gasesor liqcids)that pass throughor are blown out of
the quench system. The knockoutp_ts containeda mixtureof the two start-up
fluids and coal-derivedliquidsand tars. Figure 11 shows that the knockout
pot liquids (which probablycontainedprimarilystart-upfluids)were
significantlylighterthan the knockDutpot tars (whichappeared to be
primarilycoal-derived,based on their greenish color and coal-tar odor). The
tar was removed as semisolidmaterialwith the consistencyof cold molasses
from the bottom of the collectionbarrel,which was locatedoutside of the
reactorbuilding. The temperatureat the time the tar was sampled was about
45°F (I0°C). After being warmed to room temperature,the tar took on the
consistencyof a viscous liquid,similarto a heavy motor oil. The tar
removedFrom the secondarycyclonepolymerizedsoon after exposure to ambient
temperature.

2.5 Wastewater Analysis

Condensableswere not quantifiedduring these tests, but wastewater
samplesand water-insolubletar sampleswere obtained. Table 7 shows the
organicmaterial breakdownof wastewatersamplesobtainedfrom two collection
barrels. Sampleswere obtained from both the top and bottom of the barrel
using a peristalticpump. Estimated concentrationswere based on the GC/MS

14
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Figure ]1. Simulated distillation curves - P009 liquids.

analysis of acid-base/neutral extractions of the wastewater, after it had been
spiked with deuterated phenol and pyridine internal standards. The GC/MS
data, which identified a large portion of the TOC, indicates that the major
constituent of the wastewater organics is phenolic-based material. The
analysis of the water sample from the demister, which is located downstream
from t',.emain condensation train, indicates that a small amount of organics
were not condensed out of the product gas.

2.6 Quench System Entrainment Studies

During Tests POO4-PO07, it became evident that cooling liquid could not
be kept in the venturi scrubbers due to the high gas velocities needed to
maintain reactor operating temperatures of I000°-II00°F (540°-595°C). Since
the only heat source is fluidization gas, a combination of factors are
involved in keeping the reactor at a specific operating temperature. These
factors include the amount of combustion gas, the moisture level of the feed
coal, the amount of condensables produced at the ope_'atingtemperature, and
the fluidization gas velocity. During the initial runs, in order to maintain
the reactor at a temperature of 1100°F (540%), 5000-7000 scfh of gas was
needed. At this velocity, it was not possible to maintain liquid levels in
any of the venturi scrubber cyclones. As a result, a small amount of start-up
cooling liquid was constantly added to each cyclone, The blown over cooling
liquid was collected downstream in the demister vessels. To determine the
lower limit of the gas velocity that would cause liquid entrainment, lower
temperatures were maintained in the carbonizer during Tests PO08 and PO09.
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TABLE7

WYODAKWASTEWATERORGANICCONCENTRATIONS

. Concentration (ppm)

Water Water
Scrubber I, Scrubber I, Demister, Demister,

Speci es Bottom I Topl Topl Bottom _

Phenol 1100 1200 500 600
Cresols 350 200 300 400
C2-Phenols 30 20 25 40
C3-Phenols 4 20 3 4
Naphthols 15 10 ND2 ND
Catechol 100 350 ND ND
Methyl catechol 15 15 ND ND

Pyridine 3 2 10 I0
C_-Pyridines 10 I0 30 20
C2-Pyridines 4 3 6 5
Indole 20 15 10 10
Naphthalene 5 . 7 3 2

Total 1656 1852 887 1091

TOC 3020 3110 1143 1218
TC 4203 4216 1726 1793

Level at which sample was taken from barrel.
2 Not detected.

Because these lower temperatures do not provide acceptaLle
devolatilization, a cold flow test program was initiated that involved
simulating the action of the venturi scrubber cyclones using a cyclone
fabricated from plexiglas. Figure 12 shows the cyclone entrainment test stand
(CETS) developed for the simulation studies. Table 8 describes the tests
performed using the CETS.

During the first two tests, it was evident that the cyclones did not
function adequately, as cooling liquid was entrained and removed from the
system at a rate of 2 gpm. The entrainment was due to several factors,
discovered during the tests, that necessitated a significantly different
design for a liquid0/gas cyclone as compared to a solid/gas cyclone. The
design modifications required to improve the liquid/gas cyclone are currently
being reviewed for patent application status and will be disclosed in an
appropriate format at a later date. These modifications to the cyclones will
be made at EERCand will not delay the program.
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Figure 12. Cyclone entrainment, test stand (CE'_S).
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TABLE 8

COLDFLOWENTRAINMENTSTUDIES

Test Number Cyclone Size Gas Flow Recycle Rate (gpn) Parameter
(scfh)

TO01 4" 5000 22 Norm. Op.
TO02 6" 7000 22 Norm. Op.
TO03 8" 7000 22 Norm. Op.
TO04 I0" 700G 22 Norm. Op.
TO05 12" 7000 22 Norm. Op.
TO06 4" 5000 22 Modi fi ed
TO07 6" 7000 22 Modi fied
TO08 8" 7000 22 Modi fi ed
TO09 I 0" 7000 22 Modi fi ed
TOI0 12" 7000 22 Modi fi ed

3.0 CHAR UPGRADING

PelletTechnologyCorporation(PTC) has utilizedWyodak and IndianaNo. 3
coal chars as metallurgicalcoke substitutesin iron ore reducing tests. The
tests were performedusing pelletsmade from EERC mild gasificationchar
(eitherWyodak char from the 4-1b/hrCFBR or Indianachar from the 100-1b/hr
PDU), iron ore, lime, and silica. The steel industryhas specifiedthat, for
a coal char to be suitable for use as a coke substitute, its s!41fur arid ash
contents should be less than I and i0 wt%, respectively. Table 9 shows these
target values, along with the sulfur and ash contents of a Wyodak char
(carbon) pellet and an iron ore/Wyodak char (iron/carbon) pellet.

After pressing, the pellets were dried, hardened, and subjected to
temperatures of 2500 and 2700°F (1370 and 1480%). Figure 13 shows the iron
reduction times required for the iron/carbon pellets described in Table g.
Table 10 shows the results of pelletizing tests performed using Wyodak char
prepared at 1200°F (650°C). Comparison of these results with results of tests
performed with Indiana char (Table 11) shows that although the moisture
contents of green (undried) pellets are similar regardless of the char used,
the hardened pellets made from Indiana char have a significantly higher
compressive strength. Weight loss during the reduction process was slightly
higher for the Wyodak pellets at both reaction temperatures.

4.0 AMAX R_LDPROJECTACTIVITY

4.1 MagneticSeparationof IndianaNo. 3 Coal and Char

The effect of cleaning IndianaNo. 3 coal by magnetic separationprior to
mild gasificationwas investigated. The 14 x 50-meshand 50 x 100-mesh
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fractionsof Chinook feed coal were subjectedto permanentroll magnetic
separation. As shown in Table 12, the nonmagneticfractionsof these feeds
containedless ash but more sulfur than the magnetic fractions.

For comparison,an as-receivedChinookcoal sample and a nonmagnetic
fraction of the Chinook feed coal were subjectedto laboratorymild
gasificationtests at I020°F(5_0°C)at AMAX R&D. The resultingchars were
then separatedusing the permanent roll separator. Table 13 shows the
results. Overall, the char producedfrom the nonmagneticfractionof the feed
coal containedless ash but more sulfurthan the char producedfrom the as-
received feed coal.
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Figure 13. PTC iron/carbonpellet reductiontime.

TABLE9

WYODAKCHARPELLETCHARACTERISTICS

Char Target Value Iron/CarbonPellet Carbon Pellet

Sulfur Content <1% 0.05% 0.3%
Ash Content <10% 8.80% 18.0%
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TABLE 10

RESULTSOF PELLETTECHNOLOGYCORPORATIONCHAR
PELLETIZINGTESTS USINGWYODAKCHAR

Test No. 22 Test No. 23 Test No. 24 Test No. 25 Test No. 26

_(7/1!/90) _ _ (7/31/90)

Pellet Con_osition,

Empire Iron O,o Concentrate 75 .... 75 --
Coal Char* 18 90 92 18 92
Burned Lime Fines 5 7 7 5 7
Silica Sand Fines 2 3 1 2 1

pellet Diameter, inches 0.59 0.75 0.75 0.59 0.75

Green Pellet characteristics
Moisture, weight _ 12.3 27.7 27.6 9.9 30.0
Comgressive Strength, Ib 9.9 16.7 15.7 12.8 17.4

Impact Number (18 inches) 12.3 >25 16.4 17.6 >25

Dried Pellet Characteristics

Co_oressive Strengths lb 7.0 7.7 9.6 22.7 6.3

Impact NLlnl_r (18 inches) 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.?,

Hardened Pellet Characteristics

(300 psig/1 hour)
Con_ressIve Strength, lb 104.0 46.2 45.4 84.0 23.2
Impact Number (18 inches) ,25 16.6 27.6 ,30 14.8

Pellet Density, g/cm' 2.38 1.03 1.00 2.56 0.94

Tumble Index

Head Sample, g 500 500 501 503 462
After 200 Revolutions,

+3 Mesh 97.19 92.45 92.81 98.61 68.97
+14 Mesh 0.11 0.15 0.33 0.02 0.33
-14 Mesh 2.70 7.40 6.68 1.37 30.70

Reduction Weight Loss, % (2500°F)
5 Minutes 36.91 36.99
15 Minutes 38.02 37.76
30 Minutes 38.53 37.91

Reduction Weight Loss, % (2700°F)
5 Minutes 36.63 37.80
15 Minutes 37.77 37.90

30 Minutes 37.44 38.20

* Char No. M149-190 used for Tests 22-24. 78_ M149-190/22_ M149 tops used for Tests 25 and 26.
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TABLE 11

RESULTSOF PELLETTECHNOLOGYCORPORATIONCHARPELLETIZING TESTS
USING INDIANA CHAR

T._ee§tNo. 28 Test No. 29 Test No. 30 Test No. 31

Pellet Composltlon, %
Empire Iron Ore Concentrate 75 .......
Na2CO, ...... ' 0.5
Coal Char* 18 92 _2 r .5
Burned Lime Fines 5 8 '6 6.0

Silica Sand Fines 2 1 2 2.0

Pellet Diameter, inches 0.59 0.75 0.75 0.75

Green Pellet Characteristics
Moisture, weight % 11.33 25.27 25.24 26.69
Compressive Strength, Ib 7.70 11.90 13.60 13.00

Impact NLIDber (18 inches) 6,36 >25 >25 725

Dried Pellet Characteristics

Con_ressive Strength, [b 5.3 6.9 6.4 5.71
Impact Number (18 inches) 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.00

Hardened Pellet Characteristics

(300 pslg/1 hour)
Compressive Strength, lb 146.4 18.4 20.3 13.2
Impact Number (18 inches) 725 12.6 5.2 5.5

pelle_ Density, g/cm' 2.49 1.16 1,32 1.09

Tumble Index

Head Sample, g 504 503 500 500
After 200 Revolutions,

+3 Mesh 98.04 82.95 68.00 66.40
+14 Mesh 0.19 0.73 2.80 22.60
-14 Mesh 1.77 16.21 29.20 11.00

Reduction Weight Loss, _ (2500°F)
5 Minutes 34.71
15 Minutes 35.20
30 Minutes 36.72

Reduction Weight Loss, % (2700°F)
5 Minutes 35.25
15 Minutes 36.22
30 Minutes 35.90

* Char No. PO07 used for Test 28. Char No. PO08 used for Tests 29-31.
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The nonmagnetic fraction of the I020_F (550°C) char produced from the
nonmagnetic feed fraction had a similar ash content but a significantly
greater sulfur content compared to the nonmagnetic fraction of the char
produced from the as-received feed coal. These results indicate that
precleaning the Chinook coal by magnetic separation does not provide any
advantage in terms of product sulfur concentration, although some reduction in
ash concentration is observed. Use nf the lower sulfur magnetic fraction from
the as-received Chinook coai as a _.,ild gasification feed would provide only
limited overall sulfur reduction, with a concurrent significant increase in
product ash content.

4.2 Product Char Characterization

A sample of Indiana No. 3 coal char produced in the UNDEERC100-1b/hr
PDU(PO07, 8-9-90) was dry-screened, and the resulting size fractions were
analyzed. Table 14 shows that, in general, ash content decreased and volatile
matter increased as functions of decreasing particle size. Sulfur content
appeared to decrease with decreasing particle size. However, this effect was
not as extensive in samples treated by magnetic separation, asdiscussed in
the following section. Methanation tests will also be performed on this char
sample.

4.3 Magnetic Separation of EERCPDUIndiana No. 3 Char

The effect of cleaning IndianaNo. 3 coal char by magnetic separation
was investigated. The PO07 char was divided into differentsize fractionsand
subjectedto permanentroll magnetic separationtests. Table 15 summarizes
the results. The char fed to the magneticseparationprocess contained3.2%
total sulfur and 19.9% ash on a dry basis. The sulfur analyses in Table 15 do
not confirm the marked reduction in sulfur content as a functionof decreasing
partic'lesize, which was shown in Table 14.

Magnetic separationwas effectivein cleaning all oi:the size fractions
tested. No attemptwas made to magneticallyseparatethe small amount of 100-
mesh material. The nonmagneticportion of the 14 X 10-meshchar contained
less than i% sulfur. However, this cleanedfractionconstitutedonly about 5%
of the total char. All other individual,cleanedfractionscontainedat least
2% sulfur. Magnetic fractionscontainedup to 4.3% sulfur.

Ash separationswere most effectivewhen performedon the naturally
occurring 14 X 100-meshfraction of the char. The nonmagneticportionof the
14 X 100-meshchar contained13.8% ash. Littleor no ash separationoccurred
during magnetic separationof the coarserfractions. Resultsobtainedon the
14 X 100-meshfraction suggestthat improvedseparationcould be obtained if
the coarsermaterial were crushedto pass 14 mesh prior to magnetic
separation_

Also shown in Table 15 are the combinedanalysesof products from
magnetic separationof the +100-meshfractions. Nearly one-thirdof the total
char was collectedas nonmagneticmaterialcontainingabout 2.2% total sulfur
and 19.3% ash. Nearly 50% of the total char was recoveredin the combined
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nonmagnetic-plus-middling fractions with a combined analysis of about 2.4%
sulfur and 19.2% ash. The magnetic char, which constitutes the remaining char
exclusive of the -100-mesh fraction, contained about 4.0% sulfur and 20.6%
ash.

4.4 Gravity Separation of Indiana No. 3 Char

Tests to determine the suitability of the PO07 char for gravity
separation are in progress. These tests are being performed using heavy
liquids. A test column for pneumatic separation of the product char has been
set up to size and separate the char by elutriation.

4.5 Methanation Testing of Wyodak Char

Samples of Wyodak char produced in the UNDEERC4-1b/hr CFBRwere
subjected to methanation tests to determine the potential suitability of the
char as a feedstock for production of pure carbon. Table 16 summarizes the
analyses of the raw char and the spent chars resulting from the methanation
reaction with hydrogen at 300 psig in a bench-scale reactor at AMAXR&D. The

TABLE 14

ANALYSlSOF INDIANA NO. 3 CHAR(PO07, 8/9/90)

Analysis, % (As-Received)

Size Volatile
Fraction Weight H2_O As___hh Matter C F] N S

>4 Mesh 5.8 1.72 20.41 11.71 68.68 2.21 0.71 2.40
4 X 6 Mesh 7.5 2.10 20.65 14.58 67.08 2.38 0.69 2.34
6 X 8 Mesh 10.0 2.14 20.12 12.65 68,84 2.31 0.73 2.73
8 X 12 Mesh 17.2 1.90 21.65 14.08 67.87 2.23 0.71 3.16
12 X 16 Mesh 27.0 2.07 19.59 13.55 69.77 2.28 0.72 2.48
16 X 20 Mesh 18.2 2.12 19.31 13.71 68.91 2.35 0 73 2.44
20 X 30 Mesh 6.1 2.15 20.07 14.68 68.33 2.35 0 66 2.28
30 X 40 Mesh 2.8 2.40 18.31 15.66 59.94 2.48 0 66 2.10
40 X 50 Mesh 1.8 2.68 16.21 16.15 71.27 2.56 0 63 1.54
50 X 70 Mesh 1.7 2.69 14.69 16.39 74.33 2.43 0 57 1.12
<70 Mesh 1.9 2.75 15.99 16.62 72.08 2.40 0 57 1.22

Head 100.0 1.68 19.41 14.32 70.00 2 40 0.81 2.50

Calculated
Head 100.0 2.09 19.85 13.83 68.94 2.31 0.71 2.51
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TABLE 16

CHARACTERIZATIONOF UNDEERCCHAR

UNDEERC 1380°F (750°C) 1470°F (800°C)
Char Spent Char Spent Char

Proximate Analysis (wt%)
Moisture 3.6 2.2 2.2
Volatile 14.7 ii.1 7.1
Fixed C_rbon 75.2 70.8 70.3
Ash 10.1 18.2 22.7

Ultimate Analysis (wt%)
Carbon 78.0 78.2 74.7
Hydrogen 2.1 1.3 0.9
Sulfur 0.5 0.7 0.6
Nitrogen 0.6 0.3 0.3
Oxygen (BD) 8.7 1.3 0.8

Surface Area, m2/g 6.0 600.0 690.0

conversion (weight loss) for the Wyodak char during methanation was 45% at
1380°F (750°C) and 55% at 1470°F (800°C). The spent chars exhibited reasonable
surface areas for activated carbon production. A sample of Indiana No. 3 cilar
from Test PO07 is being evaluated in the bench-scale methanation unit at AMAX
R&D.

5.0 FUTUREWORK

Parametric testing with Wyodak and Indiana coals will start in September
and will be followed by product end testing and process evaluation in the
first half of 1991. Two subtasks were added to Task 4 by DOE: Costing of a
pilot plant and costing of the PDUproduct and equipment disposal. These
subtasks will be completed by the second quarter of 1991.
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